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DIGITAL INNOVATION:
The use of digital technology during

the process of innovating or the 
outcome of innovation

DIGITAL TRANSFORMATION: 
A firm-level transformation brought 
about by deploying distinct qualities  

of digital technology resulting in 
changes in a firm’s goals, boundaries 

and activities

DIGITAL ENTREPRENEURSHIP:
A domain that explores, analyzes and 

develops the ways in which digital 
startups seize entrepreneurial 

opportunities

MY OWN RESEARCH THEMES



DIGITAL TRANSFORMATION: 
THE BIG PICTURE



DIGITAL TRANSFORMATION:
WHAT ARE THE KEY DRIVERS?

• Artificial Intelligence and 
Machine Learning

• Data Analytics
• Automation
• Cybersecurity
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DIGITAL TRANSFORMATION:
WHAT DOES THE LITERATURE SAY?

• Digital Transformation: a recent and important firm-level phenomenon resulting 
from firm-wide deployment of digital technologies (Vial, 2019).

• Digital Transformation: a complex and risky undertaking (Gregory et al. 2015; 
Wimelius et al. 2021).

• Digital Transformation: unfolding over extended time periods (Sebastian et al. 
2017; Wessel et al. 2020).

Research Gap: Extant research fails to account for the cumulative and complex 
process of digital transformation
• To address this gap, we ask: what are the digital transformation moves through 

which digital transformation is sustained? 



• Causal ambiguity: an incomplete 
understanding of the causal connections 
between activities and outcomes.

• Strategic ambiguity: refers to purposefully 
being vague to derive personal or 
organizational benefit.

• Focus on the role and the purpose of 
technology:
• the purpose of using digital technology 
• the role of the chosen digital 

technology in fulfilling the goal

CAUSAL AND STRATEGIC AMBIGUITY IN 
DIGITAL TRANSFORMATION



• A multiple case study: enabling the 
researcher to explore differences 
within and between cases. 

• Three cases: 
1. NewsPaper
2. PaperMill
3. MuniPal

MULTIPLE CASE STUDY



• In the alignment approach, both the 
strategic purpose and functional role of 
digital technology are clearly defined and 
communicated by managers to all 
stakeholders. 

• In this pathway, digital technology is not 
re-framed or repurposed when it is 
enacted in practice. 

• The parameters of alignment are given at 
the outset and then implemented in a top-
down manner. 

THE PURPOSE AND ROLE OF DIGITAL 
TECHNOLOGY IN DIGITAL TRANSFORMATION: 

WHAT WE CAN EXPECT?



• Based in Umeå, Sweden
• Founded in 1900
• Regional news from the county of 

Västerbotten with 260 867 citizens
• Printed newspaper edition: 30 700
• Steady decline since 2005
• Main revenue streams: printed newspaper 

subscriptions and advertising

NEWSPAPER



WAVES OF CHANGE



DIGITAL TRANSFORMATION 
MOVES AT NEWSPAPER



• When NewsPaper began utilizing the Internet as 
platform, its functional role and potential 
strategic purpose were highly ambiguous 
resulting in drift.

DRIFT



• Shift to a state of multiplicity as the Internet’s 
role in the newsroom became clear, while the 
ambiguous purpose remained

MULTIPLICITY



• Alignment occurred as the functional role and 
purpose of new digital technology became 
clear—to facilitate rapid online news 
publishing—journalistic practices were 
restructured, and organizational structures 
changed. 

ALIGNMENT



OUTCOME: A MIXED MEDIA 
PORTFOLIO AND CHANGED GOALS



CONTRIBUTIONS

• Implications for DT research:
• The framework identifies 

alternative pathways for DT 
by which ambiguity and 
clarity of the role/purpose of 
digital technologies is 
configured, and how such 
configurations affect DT. 

• We provide a deeper 
understanding of how 
different digital strategizing 
pathways allow organizations 
to use digital technology for 
strategic goals.



CONTRIBUTIONS

• Implications for DT research:
• Change agents leverage ambiguity 

by digital transformation moves
• There are vicious and virtuous digital 

transformation dynamics:
• Vicious dynamics: The process 

gets stuck at some point (PaperMill)
• Virtuous dynamics: Change 

agents find a way to keep the 
process going (NewsPaper, 
MuntPal) which enables them to 
achieve cumulative digital 
transformation effects covering 
technologies, activities, boundaries 
and goals

Vicious Virtuous


